DIRECTIONS TO 84 PALM BEACH ESTATES
CASA BAULA
There are no street names or address numbers in Costa Rica
DRIVING DIRECTIONS FROM LIBERIA AIRPORT
(A little over ONE-HOUR driving time.)
Leave the airport and at the main road turn right.
If you are leaving the car rental places, head away from Liberia
towards Santa Cruz. Roughly 30 minutes down the road in Belen you
will turn right where you see signs for Tamarindo, Conchal and Playa
Grande. Follow this road all the way into Huacas where the road
divides…left to Tamarindo and right to Playa Grande. Go to the right
and proceed on to Matapalo. Do not take the right towards Flamingo.
In Matapalo, just after the soccer field/plaza, take a left at the stop
sign towards Playa Grande. It is well marked. Cross over the small
one-way bridge in Matapalo.
In about 8 minutes look for the WilMart Grocery Store on the left.
It’s your last chance and a good place to stop for groceries. After
another couple of minutes of driving, you’ll arrive at the north end of
Playa Grande. Look for El Huerto restaurant on the right and Kike’s
Place low on the left. Veer to the left after Kike’s (following the
signs to Hotel Manglar). Go down the hill and head left at the next
junction. The road continues straight less than a ¼ mile and turns to
dirt. Stay on the dirt road to reach our neighborhood, Palm Beach
Estates (large sign on left). There will be a guard shack at the sign and
a gate. After dark, check in with the guard. During daylight hours,
proceed through the entrance. After the entrance to Palm Beach
Estates, stop at the second house on the left. There you’ll find our
Property Manager, Manfred’s home where you’ll get the house key.
Manfred will lead you to the house and provide a brief orientation.
You’ll take the next right and follow the road around. (Continue to
follow signs to Hotel Manglar). This will bring you to our home on
the right-84 Palm Beach Estates. If you see Catarana on the left you
have just passed the house.
GPS Coordinates are 10degrees 19’12.2’N 85degrees 50’21.5W

